Hiring Teachers and Coaches with engineering backgrounds

Located in Birmingham, Michigan, The Robot Garage is looking for engineers and people with technical backgrounds who love teaching kids about robotics and engineering. A love for LEGO® is a plus but not required.

Positions are part-time and might include teaching after-school classes, weekend classes, working at a camp, helping a scout group, or participating in field trips during school hours. Work may be off-site or at our Birmingham, MI location.

Our staff includes retired engineers, local college students, and parents whose children are now in school full time.

We believe that by working closely with the engineering talent in South East Michigan, we can create a space to IMAGINE, DESIGN, and BUILD – and inspire thousands of children to pursue an interest in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (S.T.E.M.) related learning.

Please contact Sarah Jacobs at 248-723-9100
or email sarah@TheRobotGarage.com